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Background and scope of the research

Scope of this report:

Trends GBS market Emerging trends

GBS trends for 2020 compared 

to the last two years – growth, 

parent organization portfolio, 

scale, functions supported, and 

key delivery locations

Deep dive into the GBS market across 

locations in the US and tier-wise analysis. 

And across verticals (e.g., BFSI, retail & 

CPG, HLS, manufacturing, and 

technology & communication), and 

functions (BPS, ITS, and Engineering, 

Research & Development (ER&D))

Deep dive into the emerging 

trends leading to increased 

onshoring in the recent past

Background

⚫ The Global Business Services1 (GBS) / Global In-house Center (GIC) / Shared Service Center (SSC) market in the US continued to grow in 2020. Presently, while global enterprises 

leverage different sourcing models to suit their objectives and requirements, the GBS model continues to be an integral component of the enterprise sourcing strategy

⚫ Building on their success over the last two to three decades, GBS organizations have diversified extensively and exp growth in new verticals (such as healthcare and life sciences) and 

functions (such as legal R&D and digital)

⚫ This report provides an extensive assessment of the onshore2 GBS landscape and adoption trends, along with a deep dive into the trends leading to increased onshoring in the 

recent past

Methodology

This report is based on Everest Group’s proprietary GBS database of more than 5,000 GBS centers3, updated quarterly with new setups, changes in existing GBS centers, divestitures, etc., 

based on our ongoing tracking and interactions with leaders of GBS organizations

1 Everest Group uses GBS centers as the preferred term for in-house setups, which are otherwise also referred to as Global In-house Centers (GICs), shared services, global capability centers, or captives

2 Onshore in this report refers to only the US

3 Includes both onshore and offshore GBS centers
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⚫ The GBS market in the US continues to be robust with more than 1,500 centers delivering a wide range of IT-BP services.

⚫ Evidence of enterprises recalibrating sourcing mix in favor of US, leading to a steady increase in number of new centers set up in last three 

years with CAGR of 4.3%

⚫ The GBS landscape in the US continues to be dominated by single function centers. As these centers have matured, firms are explored 

opportunities to leverage them as multi-function delivery centers

⚫ US offers a wide profile of locations with attractive ecosystem to support GBS 

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

⚫ Functional mix of US GBS is expected to evolve. Traditionally favored BPS continues to retain stronghold; however, firms are exploring digital 

services to fuel next wave of growth

⚫ Focus on ER&D and digital services has driven new setups in recent years. Significant proportion of new center set up are being leveraged to 

build and drive required capabilities such as AI, cybersecurity, IoT, and data analytics for product development, engineering, and R&D services

⚫ The GBS model continues to attract new adopters in the US. More than two-thirds of the new center set up in 2020 were first time adopters

Changing market dynamics

⚫ Driven by rising demand for digital services, tightening regulatory environment, and COVID-19-led disruption, enterprises have been focusing to 

recalibrate their offshoring mix

Emerging trends likely to 

impact onshoring

This report analyzes the US Global Business Services (GBS) landscape, including a year-on-year analysis and trends in 2020. The research also provides insights into US GBS market 

size, growth, and distribution of GBS centers by buyer portfolio, scale, functions supported, and location, and concludes with an assessment of the changing operating and governance 

models for GBS

Overview of the US GBS 

landscape

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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This study offers four distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of US GBS 

market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Number of leading GBS centers Distribution of GBS by function

Vertical-wise function adoption in 2020 (through Q3) vs. average of past three years Traditional drivers for onshoring to US

Leading function

100% = 64

2018; Percentage1

100% = 81

2019; Percentage1

100% = 1,535

As of Q3 2020; Percentage1

100% = 40

20202; Percentage1

13%

84%

14%

19%

Digital

BPS

ER&D

IT

42%

42%

58%

23%

Digital

BPS

ER&D

IT

38%

43%

53%

22%

Digital

BPS

ER&D

IT

48%

40%

63%

15%

Digital

BPS

ER&D

IT

Function Subfunction BFSI HLS Manufacturing Retail & CPG

BPS F&A

HR

Supply chain

Industry-specific

Customer care

Others1

IT ADM

Infrastructure

ER&D R&D

Digital Digital

Technology & 

communication

Similar to 2019Increased from 2019 Decreased from 2019

Measure of capability: High Low

Familiar business and operating environment
Ensure proximity of customer services with 

business
Ease of set-up (faster implementation)

Emergence of three new drivers that can lead to a spike in GBS / shared services center setups in the US

Rising demand for 

digital services
Tightening regulatory 

environment

COVID-19-led disruption 

Increased role of onshore 

GBS centers in providing 

competitive advantage to 

global enterprises by 

delivering digital services

Increased trade 

protectionism and rising 

stringency of visa norms 

have led to an increase in 

onshore center setups in 

recent years 

Enterprises have been 

forced to rethink their 

location strategies as most 

of the GBS organizations 

were not prepared to 

manage COVID-19-led 

disruptions, including those 

with multi-location BCP

A B C

1,313 1,350 1,414 1,495

37 64
81 40

2017 2018 2019 As of 2020 2

New GBS

1,535
1,495

1,414
1,350

Existing 

GBS

4.3%

CAGRXX%
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